"How To Change A Man" Workshop
From the heart and mind of a man changed by...a woman.

Presented by "Egypt"
As seen on BET, MTV and Apollo
Presenter:

In less than five years, "Egypt" has appeared on Apollo twice, BET’ 106 & Park, MTV, UPN, NBC, TED talk, National Public Radio, SEVENTEEN Magazine, HIV PLUS magazine, POZ magazine, New York Daily News, Madison's Who's Who of business executives and professionals in addition to a BET special, “Pos or Not?” all for his dynamic work educating people about HIV, Black history, sex, love and politics. He's written both top selling relationship books, “How Good Is Sex? and “Love Is Not An STD.”

Egypt has even opened up or shared stages with Magic Johnson, Anthony Hamilton, Sheryl Lee Ralph, Floyd Mayweather Jr., Sister Souljah, Omar Tyree, John Legend, Melyssa Ford and Alicia Keys. Without Jesus Christ and God, he wouldn’t have a pinch of his blessings. Because of his faith, he excels in teaching about love in addition to relationships. This talent has him as a top sought speaker/performer.

www.ChangeAMan.com
Abstract:

Based on true stories, this workshop will reshape what was previously believed to be impossible. The key of this workshop is to prove women have always owned the power to alter how they’ve been treated. “Women set the standards on how they want to be treated. She’s the gate and he pays a fee. Sometimes it’s free, discounted or full price. No matter what, it’s her choice”-Egypt.

Most women don’t want to change a bad boy into a good man, nor is this workshop aimed at doing so. We’re giving women tools to teach men how to handle a good thing. Even good men need a little tweaking, as well.

When we break down why many men are, “no good”, why the “good” men are ignored and how to curve the negative attributes or behaviors of the so-called, “Bad boy” we will leave this workshop with a scientific, biblical and psychologically factual base on how to truly…change a man. Workshop for women but men are invited.
Learning Objectives:

How To Change A Man:

- The vital role women play regarding the behaviors of men.
- How women have unknowingly changed me for centuries.
- Biblical stories of the power women have to change/influence mankind
- Using psychology, logic, religion and military tactics to detour negative actions.
- The purpose of why a Man would inspire women to do what women have been told not to do and that they couldn't do
- How women can single handily defeat HIV and drugs off our streets.
- Bring back the workingman.
- “4-Point Change Him Plan” ®

The Untold Power of A Woman From the Eyes Of A man.

- The story of Egypt being raised by a single mother. How his story represents many men who now do great, courtesy of a woman's love and power. He will detail how that power change occurs from mother to son.
- Why many women feel powerless in a nation their ideas, money and desires build and work.
- A mental 24-day pledge on defeating “Doubt of Power” lack.
The workshop Particulars:

Workshop needs:

• No AV requirements

Workshop duration:

• 45-60 Minutes to present

Workshop Outline:

• Opening monologue about the breaking of the Good man and interest in the Bad boy rooting from slavery.

• Conversation about how men have changed courtesy of women through the centuries.

• Interactive volunteer based exercise to prove points

• Biblical, scientific, psychological and logical facts on how to change men.

• “4-Point Change Him Plan” ®

• Conclusion